
 
 

USB C, Lightning, Micro-USB, OTG - smrter Hydra ULTRA - the 5in1 allrounder 
 

The Smartphone with USB Type C, the Tablet with Lightning and the 
Action Cam has a Micro-USB port? Many people have the problem to find 
the right charging cable for every different device - especially problematic 
now that many USB sockets are already replaced by new USB C sockets. 
 
 

The 5in1 multi-talent 
To finally fight the cable chaos smrter sends the Hydra ULTRA into the 
ring. The 120 cm long nylon charging cable has the right connection for 
almost every current smartphone or tablet, no matter if Micro-USB, USB 
C or Lightning. The charging current of up to 3A (with simultaneous 
charging of three devices, otherwise up to 1.5A individually) ensures a fast 
charging process and even allows the simultaneous charging of three 
different devices. An ideal charging cable for the whole family! 
 
 
 

 
USB/USB-C combi connector 
Whether car, desktop PC, MacBook, Powerbank or laptop - 
many new devices do not have classic USB sockets anymore, 
but have been converted to the new USB C sockets. The Hydra 
ULTRA is equipped with a special USB/USB-C combination port 
to be perfectly equipped for all connection types now and in 
the future. The conventional USB adapter can simply be 
removed so the USB-C port behind it can be used. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Robust due to aluminium and nylon 
The braided nylon sheathing provides the cable 
with the necessary stability and prevents 
unintentional tangling and knotting of the cable. 
The additional anti-kink reinforcement of the 
adapters makes the cable ideal for long-term use, 
whether at home or on the road. With the attached 
Velcro cable fastener, the cable can be stowed 
away instantly and without cable clutter. 
 
 
 

 

  
 
 OTG sharing function 
But that's not all. The charging cable also supports USB On-The-Go (OTG). This 
allows you to charge any USB device by simply connecting the cable to an OTG 
compatible smartphone without any other power source. Ideal for transferring 
power from one smartphone to another to help friends and acquaintances with 
an empty battery. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 

Technical details 
 

 
Further information 
 
      

Item number Article description EAN CTN 
SMRTER_HYDRA_ULT_BK  smrter Hydra ULTRA 5in1 

USB-Ladekabel, black  
4250551405441  85444290900  

SMRTER_HYDRA_ULT_NB  smrter Hydra ULTRA 5in1 
USB-Ladekabel, navyblue  

4250551405472  85444290900  

SMRTER_HYDRA_ULT_OR  smrter Hydra ULTRA 5in1 
USB-Ladekabel, orange  

4250551405489  85444290900  

SMRTER_HYDRA_ULT_RD  smrter Hydra ULTRA 5in1 
USB-Ladekabel, red  

4250551405465  85444290900  

 
Measures and weights 
 
 

Item numer Article measures/weight 
SMRTER_HYDRA_ULT 1 pc.  

Total length: 120 cm  
Gewicht: 47g  

 

Material Nylon fabric / aluminium / plastic 
USB port USB 2.0 + USB-C combo plug 
Charging current Up to 3A (3 devices simultaneously) 
Length 120 cm  
Compatibility Suitable for all devices with Apple Lightning, Micro-USB or 

USB Type C connection 
Power sharing function via OTG Yes - for almost all OTG-enabled smartphones (except for 

individual Samsung Galaxy models) 
Charge multiple devices at once Yes 


